









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A Study on the Teaching Methods of the Period of Integrated
Study in the Teacher Training Program:
from Curriculum Management Perspective
Chuan Yang
The aim of this study is to clarify the teaching methods of the period of inte-
grated study in the teacher training program focusing on developing students’ skill
as curriculum manager. In order to achieve this aim, this study analyzes the policy
report by Central Council for Education in 1998, the change of explanation about
the period of integrated study in the past and current curriculum guidelines, and
practical problems of the period of integrated study directed by Central Council
for Education in the policy reports in 2003, 2008, 2016. The following three points
have become clear as the result of the analysis. First, the period of integrated study
demands the skill of changing learners’ passive-mind to subjective-mind. There-
fore, teachers who are in charge of the teaching methods of the period of inte-
grated study in teacher training program must adopt a huge variety of case studies
on changing students’ mind. Second, the period of integrated study emphasizes the
timing of students’ learning. So teachers must place importance on the perspec-
tives of arranging students’ learning opportunity according to the theme of the pe-
riod of integrated study. Third, it is the practical problem of the period of inte-
grated study that students’ achieved skill, knowledge and information about expe-
rience of learning through the subject have not still been taken over to the next
educational stage. Therefore, teachers must contrive the way of changing archival
records to transmissive form, and delivering information of archival records to the
next educational stage.
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